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Advisor- Maria Lyons

The Mars Rover project was a very fun and interesting project that took us 
from the classroom to Mars. In this project, we had to create a rover that 
was coded to navigate a small section of the Mars terrain to get from point 
A to point B. We also had to design the rover and make sure not to use 
more than 50% of our energy, so that the rover could get back to point A. 
Overall this project was a great way to practice our robotics and coding 
skills, and also to learn that it is very important to pay attention to all the 
little details when designing a robot. Maread                                                                                                          



     Goals                 
Students research the environment of Mars to determine the differences and similarities between the Martian and Earth environments, 
especially in the ability to do work, temperature, water, gravity and energy sources. Students relied on knowledge gained from last year’s work on 
NEED Science of Energy.

Students use NASA, Hour of Code, to learn how  to use block coding to make a vehicle move along a prescribed path.

Students learn how to build and operate Lego Mindstorm Robots donated by members of the Mount Alvernia Community. The students were in 
10 teams of 3-4 students. 

Students then design and construct a Martian Rover Robot that will be able to traverse their Martian Landscape. 

Students construct a Mars landscape by extrapolating a course, given by NASA and Jet Propulsion Laboratory, onto a 6’x6’ paper in the school 
hall.

Students program their Mars Rover to travel the surface of Mars, along their chosen course, without hitting a mountain or falling into a crater, from 
Base A to Base B.  

Students determine the energy used during their voyage. The voyage must not use more than 50% of their energy supply.  On Mars, they would 
need to get back to Base A.

Students learn to collaborate within their teams to get the best results on their project.

Students share their projects, in the halls of Mt Alvernia and on the school’s social media sites.                                                                M Lyons



  Mars vs Earth Research  

                                            ttps://marsed.mars.asu.edu/content/xtreme-o-philes                                                                   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvqANiuGcyo

https://marsed.mars.asu.edu/content/xtreme-o-philes


          Making a Mars Rover                   
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/activity/robotics-making-a-self-driving-rover/

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/activity/robotics-making-a-self-driving-rover/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-mmhqNvwqDB8oH1vfMTT2Pr9OvNBm_hO/preview


                                               Programming
Our group decided not to take a lot of 90 degree turns, but instead to set a straight line in between the rocks. One issue was 
trying to get the bot to turn the right amount. The tires we were using meant that turning the tires 80 degrees would not result 
in the bot turning 80 degrees. We had to calibrate the robot a lot, but after a few attempts, we passed with a great score! I 
loved the project overall and hope our school continues doing it.   Seth

    Assisted by Computer Teacher Victoria Frieswick
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Martian LandscapeStudents 
constructed a 

Martian Landscape 
by extrapolating 

dimensions given 
by NASA and by 

creating mountains 
and craters. This 

encorporated math 
and art into the 

project.   STEAM!   
              



                            First Attempts
 I really liked this project and I loved getting to put together the legos and program the machine. I've never done that stuff 
before and I learned a lot from doing it such how to program machines, measurements, and much more. I hope I get to do it 
again at BC High!!   Greg

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1R-prW1yPsMhJuyl0th-5_oVTTKDNEiYC/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KIwpE9_Ny0r1bMaVkMWl32Qkfa-23v1k/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/12dkjWKm2dtpsaUpyBM-7IhOWLJjCh_ra/preview


Some hit Mountains
Some hit Craters

Some ran out of Energy

Students adjusted their programming

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1JCjTpDyjptQh5b0tmiXKDbUhZldsRDkU/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Jz7UeuPvkg2aNbR_tevdRlyC37uG8Qz9/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1UiZbPQk8EXFLSnjK6KbFJqc7ksGJXnIH/preview


                                   Success
I really enjoyed the mars robotics project because I got to learn new things and I got to be more creative. I really liked the setting/storyline of the 

project. I liked how we got to become astronauts that were building rovers to get across mars. I also liked how we got to build the rovers and then 

program them ourselves (so they can get across the craters and mountains.) I also learned a lot of new things, I learned how to program better and how to 

fix my mistakes. This was really important to me because we got to learn from our mistakes and we got to try again and fix our mistakes to make our 

rover even better. This project also taught me a lot about teamwork. My tablemates and I had to learn how to work together in order to make our rover 

work. We also learned how to be more cooperative and how to listen to each other’s ideas so that we could build our rover successfully. My favorite part 

was either getting to program the rover or getting to do the math for how the rover will move (across mars.) Finally, this project was really fun to do and 

probably the best project I did this year.    Fei

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yt3WO3pebk4Wy2wdVldeyd5BzL2bitoS/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QyMRKduoBv4AB56HVAw1M9gDHipWy3Io/preview


From Base A to Base B
Less than 50% of Energy Used

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-OtavK-6bEcUlQd1cn5YOBUAcmKQk0Z5/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/19DdKjGwZMoTm3x-yhawoXAyU2qXGnv-r/preview


                               Robot Dancing
In the Mars Rover Project we were given the chance to do a little dance with our robot. My partners were Rahel, Alice, and of 

course, the robot. We programmed the robot so that it would walk up in front of us, and then it would spin around in a circle at the same 
time we did. At the end of the dance, we programmed the robot to make a big “boom” sound for the finale. To coordinate our dance with 
a robot, we counted how long the beginning of our dance was. When the robot was walking up, we did our dance, and then we had the 
robot spin around when we did. I enjoyed the project very much. It was something that we hadn’t done before at school, so it was super 
fun.   Addie

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FSx7VftflySygzQ_-XW4LJRXjFxcb_yZ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DHpS_1L4nJIJAu5dM-tYh9nbLuPaDIhK/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mU3x0r0wMyEFi7KYf_rc_Yh2Ood9IjCR/preview


Mars Mission Preparation
                        Students worked together, and used math, to determine how 

forces, gravity,  aerodynamics, and energy transformations are 
used to land a spacecraft on Mars. This was to prepare them 

for their simulated Mars Mission at the
 Christa McAuliffe Center for Integrated Science Learning.

Isabella W



Christa McAuliffe Center for Integrated Science Learning
                                                  https://cm-center.org/clc

Expedition Mars
The year is 2076. Humans have solved some of the larger problems associated with a long-term Mars 
mission, including radiation exposure and landing large payloads safely on the surface. A handful of 
facilities have been established on the Martian surface including a greenhouse, a mobile geo survey 
base, and a centralized research habitat. The primary human habitat within the Mars system is not on 
Mars itself, but located approximately 9,376 km away on its moon, Phobos. This tiny moon provides an 
excellent location for a permanent base to continue studying Mars. A large shuttle regularly ferries 
astronauts and scientists between the base on Phobos and the surface of Mars. This shuttle, or Mars 
Transport Vehicle (MTV), serves as the spacecraft for the mission. The MTV carries parts to build a 
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) for hydrological exploration and it also carries one unmanned drone 
aircraft which can carry the ROV to a survey destination. However, when crew members discover a 
threat to their MTV base, they must act quickly to save their crew and their station.Challenger Center

https://cm-center.org/clc


After a NASA briefing, students were sent to Mission Control or the spacecraft. Upon a successful landing on 
Mars, they executed tasks on robotics, geology, biology and medical checkups. They communicated with 
Mission Control, monitored energy supply and weather and navigated the spacecraft.  



After a few tense moments 
involving a near asteroid hit and 
low levels of energy, the 
students were able to safely 
return to their homebase.

Arianna



        Conclusion 

The Mars Rover was one of the most fun and yet complex projects that I have completed while at Mt. Alvernia Academy. The 
main goal of the project was to get our rover from point A on Mars to point B without using more than 50% of our energy. Of course, it 
wasn’t that easy. We were given a map of the “area” where our rover would travel, and one of the first steps of the project was to make 
a scale and grid the map so we could see which paths would be the fastest and the safest. While the rover was on its “mission”, it 
would have to dodge mountains and creators, and fit through narrow spaces. We were able to code the rovers through a special app 
on the school ipads. Although just getting the machine throughputs mission, was just the tip of our iceberg. 

Another important part of the project was our design of the rover. We began with small step by step tutorials from the app, 
adding one small piece after another until we finished the basic design. After we completed the first stage of the design, our teacher let 
us have free reign on further design and add ons. The app used a similar tactic for teaching us it’s coding, and once we finished the 
introduction course, we were ready to program our robots. Through trial and error, calculations, and measurement after measurement (I 
know my group went through a ton!),we were all able to complete the course, but not just by ourselves. I don’t know a single group that 
could have succeeded without every single one of its members. In this project, we did not only meet our teacher’s goal for 
programming and robotics, we also came together as individual teams and as an entire grade. This project has taught me many things, 
and I know that years from now, I will look back and remember how amazing it was, not only because of it’s well thought out plan and 
execution, but how my teacher and classmates helped me through it!   Mairead
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